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Colour-coded smarts
Unlike a lot of air conditioning controls that use confusing icons and international 

symbols, ActronConnect is colour-coded for simplicity. There’s blue for cooling, 

red for heating, green for fan-only operation and purple for our set and forget 

auto function.

Features Benefits

Easy to use 8-zone integrated touch pad Eliminates the need to install a second device on your wall to control zones

On board temperature sensor Eliminates the need to install a second device on your wall to sense temperature

7 day programmable time clocks 'Set and forget' weekly scheduler allows you to set your air conditioner to turn on and off to suit your lifestyle

24 hour programmable timer Quick and convenient way to turn your system on before you wake up or off after you've gone to sleep

Smart defrost function Improves heating performance in extremely cold weather

Preheat delay function Eliminates cold drafts in Winter

Compatible with home automation 
for remote on/off control

 Allows you to control your air conditioner as part of your home automation system

Optional secondary temperature sensor Allows for better comfort and temperature control

Master Controller – Features and benefits

Classic zoning can save you money
With Classic Zoning, you can separate your house in up to 8 zones to 

maximise energy efficiency. Put simply, the more zones you have the more 

savings you can achieve. As long as you have your main or 'common' zone 

on to handle excess air flow, Classic zoning allows you to turn off other 

zones when they're not needed, which can save you money.

Zoned to suit you
You can also use Classic Zoning to design an air conditioning solution 

based on how you want to use it.

For example, if you only ever need to comfort half of your house at any one 

time - say a ‘Day Zone’ that covers your living areas throughout the day, and 

a ‘Night Zone’ that comforts your bedrooms overnight – then with Classic 

Zoning you can size your air conditioning unit based on only half the size 

of your house. That way you don’t waste energy cooling rooms that aren’t 

in use, and thanks to using a smaller unit you can live in comfort whilst also 

being extremely energy efficient.
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Master Controller

Optional ActronConnect

Better Control

4 or 8 zones under your control
ActronAir builds its own controls in Australia to ensure they integrate well with your 

Classic and operate together seamlessly. An 8-zone touch pad is conveniently 

integrated into our master controller, avoiding the need for a second device on your 

wall to control zones. Importantly, the slimline controller is logical and user-friendly, 

with controls in easy to read ‘plain English’. And with a 7 day 24 hour programmable 

timer, it’s completely ‘set and forget’.

And for precise comfort control, our system allows you to set the temperature in 

0.5°C degree increments. 

Our Classic also provides an optional secondary controller with mimic logic. It’s ideal 

for those who live in large or double storey houses. Rather than having to trounce 

up and down every time you want to change the settings, our Classic allows you 

to setup a controller on each floor for absolute convenience. 

 

Set your comfort remotely

The optional ActronConnect allows you to control your Classic ducted system 

wirelessly via smartphone or computer. Cool your house down on your way home, 

warm up the baby’s room or check you’ve turned off the air conditioning. It’s all in the 

palm of your hand.


